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This text presents a family of five centered on our kids, Lykke or “Lucky”, Ole and
finally little Anni.
Lykke was born on February the 26’Th 2004, but was so unfortunate not being able to
breathe by herself. Luckily, we had the help from skillful doctors that saved her life,
and except being diagnosed with CP we have only seen a happy girl that is easy to
play with.

You guessed right – left is Lykke - then Ole and Anni right.

And some more resent photos:

Lykke with the Lego Indian Chief, Ole on bicycle and Anni with first ever catch

Ole was born on December the 30’Th 2009. Also, with Ole we experienced severe
drama because we all caught whooping cough or pertussis which nearly killed him
was it not for Dorthe’s fast reaction and help from hospital and ambulance personal.
Fortunately, he recovered without defects and is now a very active and spirit full
young guy.
Anni is the youngest born May 9’th 2012 – quite premature so she needed to stay in
hospital for a while – but everything is fine with her.
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Lykke 2½ year trying her first tricycle. Mum (Dorthe) is helping.
As is obvious from the picture - it is extremely joyful every time we try something
new that brings new opportunities for Lykke, Ole and Anni to explore the world.
Today, Lykke attends school at Vestermariendal with special care in Aalborg, which
is the biggest city in North Jutland.
Lykke participate in the local handicap sports club, race running and swimming - all
which she enjoys very much.
Ole attends ASF school in Biersted which is close to our small farm – maybe he will
take up football (soccer) or handball soon like his old dad once did.
Anni attends school in Aabybro, about 7 km from the farm and she is in hard training
to become a princess like her big sister.
We – the parents, Dorthe and Finn spends most of our spare time with the kids – and
as much in our large garden as possible.
Here we enjoy cutting down weeds and create activities for the kids.
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This is our forever-ongoing activity, but already now since we moved to our farm in
2004, we see a big impact from our efforts.
Originally, we met Aalborg Kayak Club and started dating during a summer camp.
We got married in 2002 and finally we had our first child in 2004.
Finn is working as an Electronic HW Engineer and Dorthe is an active housewife
working hard to create activities for the kids.

The Farm is small compared to Danish standards – it is more like a hobby farm with
9.5 Ha of land next to the river Ryaa in the northern part of Jutland.
Here we can fish, go kayaking or simply enjoy a walk on the dike along the river.
We do not work the fields ourselves, but rent out to a professional farmer that lives
close to us.
It is very low lands, and the water is kept out behind a dike. Next to our fields there is
a pumping station capable of draining a very big area including our farm. Hopefully it
does not break.
If you have access to Google Earth on the Internet – then look for Aalborg in the
middle of Limfjorden, which is a long Fjord actually making the North part of Jutland
into an island (Vensyssel).
From Aalborg we live approximately 12 km away in direction NW (close to AAL
airport).
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The red cross shows our home location.
The coordinates for the WGS84 projection are Lat: 57°06'606 Long: 009°45'457.

If we zoom in, our place is about a 16 km drive from Aalborg.
Finn’s biggest hobby is kayaking and he is a member of the Aalborg Kayak club.
Besides kayaking he enjoys going fishing and hunting a few times a year.
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Finn – the electronic designer geek - and the farm seen from air.

Dorthe enjoys visiting her grandmother, who has a small and old house in Lemvig.
Dorthes biggest hobby is networking with families having disabled members – mostly
CP diagnosed.
She also likes to go swimming – best if in “Vesterhavet”, which is on the west coast.
On our farm we see a lot of wild birds – mostly docks and gees, but also seagulls and
various smaller birds.
We live close to a natural wild park “Ulvedybet” being a large wet area.
Unfortunately, our neighboring fur farm (mink) attracts a lot of wild cats.
Sometimes we also see small deer and hare.
Yours sincerely

(Capreolus capreolus)
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(Leporidae)

Lykke Lavdal Kjaer
Ole Lavdal Kjaer
Anni Lavdal Kjaer
Dorthe Lavdal Kjaer
Finn Hausager

